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The MISSION of The Merchant Navy Association is to bring all serving and retired Seafarers together in a spirit of
companionship, consideration and commitment towards a united lobby for the Community of the Sea
Hi Shipmates,
Please find below more snippets of information since circular #01 was published 28th January 2022.
My thanks to MNA National Secretary, Pete Sinke’s daily publication “Maasmond Maritime - Shipping News
Clippings”, Lloyds List, gCaptain, Maritime London, Flashlight and many others from the T’internet, not
forgetting the items sent in by Readers and any other source I can access.

MNA National Contact Points
Chairman, Ian Hodge - Mobile: 07725 995 321 Email: chairman@mna.org.uk
Secretary, David Parsons Tel: 01935 414 765 Email: secretary@mna.org.uk
Welfare & Events, Tim Brant, - Tel: 01733 205001, Email : events@mna.org.uk
Membership, Roy Glencross - Mobile: 07738 425 875 Email: membership@mna.org.uk
MNA Slop Chest Supply Officer:- Sandra Broom Tel 0121 244 0190
shop@mna.org.uk
Full Ahead Editor, Sandra Turner, fullahead@mna.org.uk Tel 01889 585 588

Change of Address???? If any member has changed any of their contact details (Postal, Email or Telephone) it is important that you inform the following people by email:membership@mna.org.uk, secretary@mna.org.uk, events@mna.org.uk, R546060@aol.com
_____________________________________________________________________________________

The 23.112 TEU 400 mtr long and 61,5 mtr width with 12,5 mtr draft CMA CGM PALAIS
ROYAL inbound for the RWG Terminal at Rotterdam Maasvlakte
Photo : Rotterdam pilot Maurice Jacobs ©
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The Merchant Navy Association
Bringing Seafarers past & present together
Through meetings and communications
Comradeship and Support for all seafarers
Merchant Navy and Fishing Fleets
For information visit our website
www.mna.org.uk
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SpaceX Launch Scrubbed Due to Cruise Ship in Exclusion Zone
by Rick Spilman Feb 2, 2022
On Sunday, 30 seconds before the
SpaceX Falcon 9 rocket was due to take
off from Florida, the launch was
scrubbed when a cruise ship sailed into
the launch hazard area. Royal
Caribbean’s Harmony of the
Seas ventured into the Falcon 9 rocket’s
flightpath exclusion zone, forcing
SpaceX to stand down from the mission.
Florida Today reports that launch
engineers, counting down to a 6:11 p.m. EST liftoff from Cape Canaveral Space Force Station, waited as
long as possible for the Coast Guard to resolve the situation but ultimately ran out of time to meet the
instantaneous window’s deadline. It marked the fourth delay for the mission that was previously scrubbed
due to inclement weather around Launch Complex 40.
In a statement issued Monday, U.S. Coast Guard spokesperson David Micallef said: “We can confirm the
cruise ship was Harmony of the Seas. The Coast Guard is actively investigating Sunday’s cruise ship
incursion and postponement of the SpaceX launch.”
Harmony of the Seas is the world’s third-largest cruise ship at 226,963 gross tons. It has 2,747
staterooms, a passenger capacity of 6,687 and a crew of 2,200.
On the fifth attempt, the launch was successful on Monday, lifting a COSMO-SkyMed Second
Generation, or CSG-2 satellite into low Earth orbit. The satellite operated by the Italian Space Agency
will look back at Earth to gather data on activities for government and commercial purposes.
The post appeared first on Old Salt Blog.
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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Irish Fishermen Threaten to Disrupt Russian Naval Exercises, Russia Backs
Down by Rick Spilman Feb 1, 2022

Russia planned on holding naval exercises off the coast of Ireland. Fishermen from County Cork on
Ireland’s southern coast saw the exercises as a threat to their livelihood and threatened to continue fishing
as usual, despite the threatened use of naval artillery and rockets in the area. They stated, “Our presence is
our protest.”
Remarkably, the Russia military backed down, announcing the exercises would be moved as “a gesture of
goodwill” after appeals from the Irish government and the fishermen, “with the aim not to hinder fishing
activities.”
Russia had announced its intention to hold naval exercises in early February, approximately 240
kilometers (149 miles) off Ireland’s southwest coast. The area is in Ireland’s Exclusive Economic Zone
(EEZ), but not its territorial waters. Under international law, states are entitled to carry out naval exercises
in another state’s EEZ.
Ireland’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs said the exercises were “not welcome” or “wanted right now.” The
Irish South and West Fish Producer’s Organisation, representing the fishing community of southwestern
Ireland, joined in the protest.
Patrick Murphy, head of the fishermen’s organization, met the Russian Ambassador to Ireland Yury
Filatov last week to press the fishermen’s case. They initially told the Russians they planned on fishing to
peacefully disrupt the naval activities.
Murphy told CNN that he believed it was the work of him and other fishermen who raised international
awareness of the issue who helped Moscow change its mind.
“You wouldn’t expect the Russian nation to listen to a couple of fishermen,” he said.
“Doesn’t it show that a simple little conversation can change things? It’s huge. The power of words is a
lot better than the power of the gun. I’m chuffed.”
What a story. Russia has cancelled naval exercises off the coast of Ireland after Irish fishermen threatened
to continue fishing and peacefully disrupt the war games. CNN's @donie spoke to two of the fishermen
involved. pic.twitter.com/4BUlljBxqX
— Barry Malone (@malonebarry) January 29, 2022 ……

The post appeared first on Old Salt Blog.

_____________________________________________________________________________________________
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Barrett Steel Limited partner with Shoreham Port in tackling plastic waste
We are excited to announce that Barrett Steel Limited, Port tenant and the UK’s largest steel stockholder
& steel processor, is sponsoring a Seabin at Shoreham Port opposite the Barrett Steel Shoreham dock
facility and processing centre. The generous sponsorship is part of Barrett Steel’s ongoing commitment to
sustainability and comes shortly after they have joined The Climate Change Groups #SteelZero initiative.
The Barrett Steel Seabin forms one of the stops on the new family-friendly Shoreham Port Anchor Points
trail, which showcases the sustainable initiatives and points of interest across the Port. Each Anchor Point
features a wooden display board, a QR code to further information, and a message from the Port’s new
mascot, Delmar the Dolphin.
Created by the Seabin Project, the device is an award-winning piece of technology that helps remove litter
from the marine environment. It is designed to float in the waters of marinas and ports, attached to a
pontoon. Water is drawn in and filtered through a catch bag inside the Seabin, catching a wide range of
items from large plastic bottles to microplastics as small as 2mm and capable of displacing 25,000 litres
per hour. A single Seabin can collect over one tonne of litter each year – the equivalent of 50,000 plastic
bottles or 40,000 drink cans.
The Barrett Steel Seabin is located by Lady Bee Marina at Shoreham Port and is accompanied by an
Anchor Point information board explaining the technology and its environmental benefits. The device
will be safely emptied and maintained by Shoreham Port’s Marine team, who operate an extensive daily
cleaning patrol within our canal. Barrett Steel Shoreham is Barrett Steel’s flagship dedicated dock facility
with a capacity to processes over 75000 tonnes of steel per annum. The site is a key processing site within
the UK’s construction sector supply chain and employs over 75 members of staff. The 12-acre facility is
home to over 13k tonnes of steel stock alongside extensive steel processing equipment and a newly
installed Rapid Angle Processing Line.
Cheyenne Plant, Sustainability Manager at Shoreham Port commented “We’re thrilled to have Barrett
Steel support us on our new Seabin here at Shoreham Port. This partnership is a fantastic example of their
pledge towards being a sustainable business and we are proud to be partnering with a Port tenant who
share our values.” Cheyenne continued “A well as protecting the marine life within our canal, removing
plastic waste from the water before it can reach further out to sea will have a massive benefit on our sea
life here in Sussex. We’re lucky to frequently spot Bottlenose, Common Atlantic, White-Beaked dolphin
and even sometimes the elusive Harbour porpoise off our shores and the Barrett Steel Seabin will have a
direct benefit to those species and more. Conserving aquatic biodiversity is a huge step towards our
ambitious sustainability goals at Shoreham Port.” John Childs, Group Operations Director at Barrett Steel
commented “We are delighted to support Shoreham Port with the Seabin, this should go a long way to
preserving our sea life in the area. Having recently committed to our Carbon Zero roadmap by 2035, this
further demonstrates our commitment to partnering with our key suppliers towards being a sustainable
business.” Source: Shoreham Port
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

Little-used Leatherman dock a godsend for troubled ship
THE troubled 13,900-TEU MADRID BRIDGE , which
suffered a collapsed container stack mid-Atlantic, has at
last found a berth at the little used Hugh K Leatherman
terminal in Port of Charleston, reports London's
Loadstar. The spanking new Leatherman terminal is
little used, despite high demand for berths because
working conditions there are subject to a continuing
management-union legal dispute in court. The
MADRID BRIDGE lost 65 containers overboard
January 7 with another 89 damaged on deck heavy
weather en route from Singapore to New York. Rather than going to New York as planned, the ship was
instead re-routed to Charleston, skipping congested Norfolk, Virginia and Savannah, Georgia port calls.
Source : Schednet
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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UK Club issues crew advice on Seasonal Affective Disorder (SAD)
Sophia Bullard, crew health programme director at UK P&I Club, advises on the causes of Seasonal
Affective Disorder (SAD) among crew and how to minimise its effects: “With the dark nights of winter
and the colder days upon us, many people start to feel more lethargic, less motivated and experience
lower moods than usual. While many people experience a change in mood during the winter months,
others may suffer from a more severe form known as Seasonal Affective Disorder (or more aptly ‘SAD’),
which can have a significant impact on a person’s daily life, impeding their ability to work or to socialise.
“A crew member’s ability to perform in their role is crucial to stay safe and prevent injury to themselves
and others. Seafarers can be affected by SAD and together with the daily stresses of the job, it can be easy
for the crew to feel overwhelmed, both mentally and physically.
What causes SAD?
“The conditions of the winter season, such as shorter days, colder temperatures and lack of natural
sunlight, can have an impact on a person’s energy levels and overall mental and physical health, with the
distinct lack of sunlight being a crucial factor. “Natural sunlight is an important element in any healthy
lifestyle, being an invaluable source of vitamin D, as well as affecting a person’s serotonin levels and
internal body clock. “The human body uses sunlight to generate vitamin D, which is crucial for absorbing
calcium and maintaining healthy bones, teeth and muscles. Lack of sunlight affects a person’s internal
body clock, resulting in fatigue. On the other hand, the hormone serotonin affects mood, decision making,
social behaviour and other cognitive functions.
What to look out for
Common symptoms of SAD include:
Ø Greater need for sleep
Ø Agitation or anxiety
Ø A loss of pleasure or interest in normal everyday activities
Ø Persistent low mood
Ø Less energy / fatigue
Ø Trouble concentrating
Ø Increased appetite / weight gain
Ø Becoming less sociable
“There are many changes that can be made to mitigate the effects of SAD during winter. These include
trying to get as much sunlight as possible during the day, consuming more vitamin D rich food in your
diet, exercising for at least 30 minutes a day and avoiding and managing stressful situations.” Source: UK
P&I Club
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Shipping lines pay workers more than triple their yearly salary
MANY large shipping lines are worried they won't be able to recruit and retain workers, with many
offering unprecedented incentives for a job known for notoriously bad working conditions and low pay,
reports New York's Quartz. The shipping lines are doling out massive bonuses that will effectively triple
or quadruple some workers' salaries with the hope to retain workers to staff many of the ships they've
ordered during the Covid crisis. During the Covid crisis, seafarers have struggled to get access to vaccines
and have been barred from disembarking at many of the world's ports. As a result, some workers have
spent more than a year at sea without a reprieve, working under conditions that violate labour laws.
Although happiness is bouncing back to pre-Covid crisis levels, the experience of working during the
worst of the Covid crisis has prompted many seafarers to say they want out of their occupation. “We
heard from many seafarers, particularly those aged 35 and over, that they were not intending to return to
sea once they eventually got home," said a report from survey results gathered by The Standard Club, a
shipping insurer that publishes a quarterly Seafarer Happiness Index. "There is likely to be a growing
shortfall in seafarers in the coming years." Source : Schednet
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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Early morning Birdseye view of the Eastern Anchorge in Singapore Photo : Bas Wiebe (c)
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Container boom: COSCO spoils workers with bonuses 30 times salary
COSCO Shipping orders 10 containerships for $1.5b Asian shipping companies are offering mega
bonuses to employees amid a boom in freight rates, with China’s state-owned giant COSCO Shipping
Holdings Co. doling out as much as 30 times a worker’s monthly salary, according to Caixin Global.
COSCO is doling out the huge year-end bonuses to employees including its sales and marketing staff,
Caixin said, citing employees at the company. Other shippers are also giving out generous rewards. A
worker at Taiwan’s Evergreen Marine Corp. received a year-end bonus that was nearly 40 times their
monthly salary, according to the daily. Asian shipping lines have seen revenues soar on record freight
rates, as the pandemic created major disruptions to the global supply chain. Surging demand for consumer
goods coupled with lockdowns and border closures have created a worldwide shortage of shipping
capacity and port delays. COSCO’s earnings jumped 1,651% to 67.6 billion yuan ($10.7 billion) in the
first three quarters of 2021, according to a company filing. The spot rate for a 40-foot container to the
U.S. from Asia topped $20,000 last year, including surcharges and premiums, up from less than $2,000 a
few years ago. Source : Ships & Ports Ltd
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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APL England’s master charged with operating unseaworthy vessel, but
pollution charge dismissed
The captain of containership APL ENGLAND (IMO 9218650), which lost containers overboard in a
storm in May 2020 has been charged in a court in Brisbane, Australia. The prosecutor failed to make the
case for one set of charges against the captain for pollution but the court agreed the captain should face
charges of operating the ship in an unseaworthy condition. The Australian Transportation Safety Bureau
(ATSB) is continuing its investigation and is yet to release a final report on the incident.
The charges were brought by the Australian Maritime Safety Authority against Mohd Zulkhaili Bin Alias
(44), a Malaysian citizen who was in command of the APL ENGLAND at the time of the incident. The
captain remains free on bail in Malaysia, awaiting a trial date.
The vessel was sailing from Ningbo, China to Melbourne, Australia when it was hit by gale-force winds
and heavy seas about 46nm south-east of Sydney on May 24th 2020.
Come the dawn, the officers found that the ship had lost 50 boxes overboard; a further 63 were damaged,
with some hanging over the side of the vessel. It was later determined that 23 of the containers lost
overboard were empty, but one contained hazardous cargo consisting of dry powder fire extinguishers.
The others had furniture, medical face masks, shields, and various goods. At Brisbane Magistrates Court
on January 24th the prosecutors had sought to confirm charges of operating the ship in such a manner to
cause pollution or environmental damage and a second charge of dumping garbage into the ocean. It was
argued that, under the law, any plastic put into the sea was garbage. The defence responded that it was
loaded as cargo and that therefore the ship had not “discharged waste” into the ocean. The court agreed
with the defence and threw out the pollution charge.
The prosecution then substituted a charge that the vessel was unseaworthy when it put to sea, a charge
with which the court agreed. A preliminary report from the ATSB noted that heavily rusted lashings on
the vessel had failed due to wastage. It also pointed to wasted container guides and deck structure, failing
lashing eyes, and failed container foundations.
ATSB transport safety investigators boarded the vessel to survey the damaged container stacks, inspect
the container lashing equipment, download the vessel data recorder and video recording system, and
interview the crew when it docked in Brisbane after the incident. ATSB Chief Commissioner Greg Hood
said that “generally, the ship’s lashing equipment appeared in good condition. However, many of the ship
fittings, including lashing eyes, lashing bridges and deck structures were found to be heavily corroded and
wasted”. The ATSB examination of the container stowage arrangement showed several potential issues,
including missing twistlocks and the use of “high cube” as opposed to standard height containers in the
ship’s aft-most container bay. ATSB believed that this affected the security of the stow above the
container cell guides. They also reported that the loading computer’s lashing and forces checks did not
show any conflicts for this arrangement.
The ATSB preliminary report noted that during the morning the vessel had slowed during the storm, but
had undergone a series of very heavy rolls, to about 25 degrees either side of upright. A steering system
alarm sounded, followed by an engine room alarm that showed main engine piston cooling oil low inlet
pressure, prompting an automatic shutdown. The crew recovered quickly. They restarted the engine, with
the ship underway sailing with the weather about 10 minutes after the incident. The charges of
unseaworthiness related to the load not being securely and properly tied down in China so that they met
the “ordinary perils of a voyage.”
At the time of the incident 2001-built, Singapore-flagged, 65,792 gt APL ENGLAND was owned by
CMB Ocean 13 Leasing Co Pte care of manager APL Co Pte Ltd of Singapore. ISM manager was CMA
CGM International Shipping of Singapore. It was entered with Steamship Mutual (European Syndicate)
on behalf of CMB Ocean 13 Leasing Co Pte Ltd. The vessel is now named the ZIM HAIFA (since
August 2021) and is Liberia-flagged. It is owned by Klaipeda Maritime LLC care of manager Conchart
Commercial Inc of Athens, Greece. It is entered with UK Club on behalf of Klaipeda Maritime LLC.
From December 2020 to the end of July 2021 the vessel was known as the TORRANCE, although its
ownership and managing was the same as for the ZIM HAIFA
source: insurancemarinenews
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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Unmanned containership uses drone to handle heaving line Written by Nick
Blenkey
A Japanese consortium
coordinated by Mitsui O.S.K.
Lines Ltd. (MOL) has
successfully concluded what’s
claimed as a world-first port-toport unmanned containership
sea trial. The trial took place
between Tsuruga Port in Fukui
Prefecture and Sakai Port in
Tottori Prefecture on January
24 and 25 as part of a project
led by the Nippon Foundation.
The consortium is conducting
sea trials with two different
types of ships—a coastal
Automated mooring trial used drone to carry heaving line ashore,
containership and a coastal car
[Image: MOL]
ferry— aiming to use the
results to develop versatile
technologies by identifying similarities and differences between the two ship types. The initial trial, with
the Imoto Ship Company coastal containership Mikage was not limited to simply getting a unmanned
vessel from port to port. It also covered autonomous berthing/unberthing and automated mooring—using
a drone to carry the heaving line ashore.
AUTONOMOUS NAVIGATION
For autonomous navigation, the ship followed a previously formulated route using the autonomous ship
operation control system developed by consortium member Mitsui E&S Shipbuilding Co., Ltd.
Information on other ships and obstacles/debris on the set route was gathered by consortium member
Furuno Electric’s autonomous surrounding information integration system. This measures and displays
positions, speed, types of nearby ships, and position of obstacles/debris by integrating information gained
by cognition through radar, AIS, and camera images. Based on the integrated information, the ship safely
navigated the route formulated by the autonomous collision avoidance routing system.
AUTONOMOUS BERTHING
Autonomous berthing and unberthing require delicate handling, so the ship berthed and unberthed using
information from the Furuno Electric-developed berthing/unberthing support solution. This calculates and
visually displays accurate relative distances and relative angles between the pier and hull from
information gathered by LiDAR/camera/satellite compass).Automated mooring: In this sea trial, an A.L.I.
Technologies-developed automatic flight drone carried the heaving line to the pier. As technology
advances in the future, this is expected to become an alternative approach to mooring operations, which is
a heavy burden on seafarers.
COASTAL CAR FERRY TRIALS NEXT
Trials using MOL Ferry’s coastal car ferry SUNFLOWER SHIRETOKO between the ports of
Tomokimai and Oarai are set for next month. Source : MarineLog
_____________________________________________________________________________________

U.S. Marshals Ready to Arrest Luxury Cruise Ship for Unpaid Fuel Bill
The Crystal Symphony, a luxury cruise ship operated by financially-strapped Genting Hong Kong , will
be seized to repay $1.2 million in unpaid fuel bills if it docks in Miami Saturday, amid reports the vessel
is being diverted to the Bahamas after a U.S. court issued an arrest warrant.
See more at https://gcaptain.com/u-s-marshals-arrest-cruise-ship/?subscriber=true&goal=0_f50174ef0300287d6273-139894965&mc_cid=00287d6273&mc_eid=4c72dd3685
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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Endurance22 The hunt for Shackleton’s lost ship in Antarctica

SA AGULHAS 2” sails from Cape Town on Saturday 5th February with a 65 member team of FHMT
(the Falkland’s Maritime Heritage Trust who are the Charterers) onboard to try and find the wreck of Sir
Ernest Shackleton’s “ENDURANCE” in the Weddell Sea.

Included in the kit are 2 helicopters
and a full kit of Ocean Infinity subsea
exploration equipment mainly
modified SAAB Sabretooth AUV /
ROV hybrids.
Left : ENDURANCE trying to
breakfree of the pack ice
Photo: Frank Hurley 25 January
1915
This is the 2nd attempt – the first one
in 2019 was not successful because of
non-performance of the subsea
AUV’s, however they have done intensive work on the equipment that is being taken down this time and
they are of the belief that the problems have been rectified. Newsclippings reader and contributor Dave
Murray will be joining the voyage, and he will keep the readers of this newsletter updated with
happenings and some pics
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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Update: Abandoned Bulk Carrier Julietta D Arrives in Port, Ending Frantic
Rescue
https://gcaptain.com/update-abandoned-bulk-carrier-julietta-d-arrives-in-port-ending-franticrescue/?subscriber=true&goal=0_f50174ef03-5b7c938ce5139894965&mc_cid=5b7c938ce5&mc_eid=4c72dd3685
_____________________________________________________________________________________

UK’s Newest Ro-Ro and Construction Material Port Opens at Tilbury
PUBLISHED FEB 2, 2022 5:57 PM BY THE MARITIME EXECUTIVE
UK Prime Minister Boris Johnson officially opened the UK’s
newest port terminal using the opportunity to highlight the
development of Britain’s trade infrastructure in the postBrexit era.
Known as Tilbury2, the port will act as a satellite of the main
port supporting growth in the ferry Ro-Ro trade as well as the
import of construction materials.
Located on Thames, Tilbury2 is an addition to the largest
multi-modal port complex in the South East, which is also
Prime Minister Boris Johnson visited
the third largest port group in the UK. The port has an annual
Tilbury2 to mark the port's opening
(Forth Ports)
throughput of 16 million tons, which will be supplemented
by the new facilities.
Visiting the port on Janaury 31, the Prime Minister was given a tour of the country’s largest freight ferry
terminal, and the future site of what will become Britain’s biggest construction processing terminal
expected to open in about two months. Marking the second anniversary of the UK leaving the EU, the
tour also highlighted the new border infrastructure. According to Forth Ports Group, which operates the
port, the technology-backed systems will streamline clearing the border using elements such as number
plate recognition, and a 12-bay Border Control Post, which will house government agencies making
physical checks.
“It was an honor to officially open Tilbury2, the UK’s newest port,” said Johnson. “Freeports are driving
trade, investment and jobs right across the country and helping to capitalize on our newfound Brexit
freedoms.”
The Port of Tilbury received approval in February 2019 to build a new terminal adjacent to the current
port in Thurrock. Tilbury2 was built on a 152-acre site which was part of the former Tilbury Power
Station. It includes a roll on/roll off ferry terminal for importing and exporting containers and trailers with
goods including food, drink and medical supplies to and from continental Europe on P&O Ferries’
Tilbury-Zeebrugge freight route. The site also handles Tesco’s new refrigerated train service to
Scotland’s premier freight hub at the Port of Grangemouth.
When fully operational in two months’ time, the construction materials terminal (CMAT) will use an
aggregates conveyor system that stretches for more than a mile and a railhead capable of taking the
longest freight trains reaching over 2,500 feet. The CMAT will support importing, processing,
manufacturing, and distributing construction materials, delivering the materials from vessels to the
terminal for processing before moving onto building projects.
“The burgeoning logistics cluster at Tilbury has been boosted by Thames Freeport status and is primed to
be part of global Britain’s future,” said Charles Hammond, Chief Executive of Forth Ports. The company
reports investing approximately $340 million to convert the former power station site into the modern
port facility.
_____________________________________________________________________________________
INMARSAT FERRY OPEN CHALLENGE INVITES ENTRIES FROM NEXT GENERATION
DIGITAL SOLUTIONS FOR CREW TRAINING AND ENTERTAINMENT
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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Colombia arrests “king of drug submarines” Earlier this year,
Colombia witnessed a major
security event, which resulted in the
arrest of a prominent drug leader in
the country, who was in able to
become famous and known as the
“King of submarines”. Especially
the United States or Europe across
the Atlantic. According to the
report, smuggling operations have
become common in recent decades
via private submarines carrying
drugs and sailing across the sea or
ocean. The Colombian mafia began inventing and manufacturing submarines in the Colombian forests,
which they would be in capable of carrying huge loads of cocaine to the United States e in other low cost
countries. The report pointed out that this method is one of the most difficult ways to seize drugs, “in
which traffickers avoid radar and the coast guard “. The report adds that the Colombian smuggler began
his career in 2005 when he operated a speedboat carrying drugs and evolved into logistics and cocaine
transport along the Colombian Pacific coast. Submarine smuggling operations started from the Moreno
central base, which is located on the coast of the city of Akandy, an ideal starting point for drug
trafficking in the United States. In 2016-2017 the Colombian started building submarines in able to carry
in sea large quantities of drugs, weighing up to five tons. published report claimed that the submarine
industry had taken off in the jungles of the Colombian region of Nariño, where members of the Medusa
used mafia money to manually manufacture “drug submarines”. The US authorities were in capable of
seizing a large number of contraband submarines, as the production costs of the smaller submarine were $
1.5 million and could carry about $ 125 million of drugs.The report found drug trafficking via submarines
to be a major problem for the US Coast Guard, which is not yet in able to face it, in addition to the
continuous innovations of the Colombian mafias to produce, transport and market goods in more
efficiently and with greater secrecy. Initial reports revealed that “drug submarines” appeared in 1988
when a 6-meter unmanned submarine was discovered off the coast of Florida. It had no hatches, so the
ship is unlikely to be used to carry passengers source : Asumetech
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Scottish Government faces £5 million bill to insurers over ferry shipyard
takeover
The ruling follows after the SNP lost another court case against the insurance company last year
The Scottish Government has to pay a £5m insurance bill after losing a High Court case related to its
takeover of the Ferguson Marine shipyard. Caledonian Maritime Assets Limited (CMAL), the
government-owned company which commissioned the ferries, sought to rectify an agreement with HCC
International Insurance Company. The Texas-based firm said it was owed the multi-million windfall as a
result of the way the government bought the troubled shipyard when it was in administration during 2019.
The shipyard is constructing two ferries which were originally meant to enter service in 2018, but are still
unfinished, with costs spiralling. On Friday, a decision from deputy High Court Judge Simon Gleeson
was published. Source : insider
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Lack of Coast Guard Icebreakers Disrupts Shipping on Great Lakes, Says
Task Force
https://gcaptain.com/lack-of-coast-guard-icebreakers-disrupts-shipping-on-great-lakes-says-taskforce/?subscriber=true&goal=0_f50174ef03-a1bcd9e371139894965&mc_cid=a1bcd9e371&mc_eid=4c72dd3685
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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UK Women in Fisheries
Dear Editor,
I hope this finds you well today.
We are excited to say that the UK Women in Fisheries membership network will be officially open for
membership on Friday 4th February, and the website officially launched. This is a network that will
recognise and connect women working in UK
fisheries, wherever they may be.
Kindly see attached press release for more
information and please do not hesitate to get in
touch with any queries at all, we look forward to
hearing from you.
Kind regards
UK Women in Fisheries

Press release.
The whole sector is excited about the new UK Women in Fisheries network. It will make connections
across the board, and get the whole sector communicating more, and in a different way.
UK Women in Fisheries recognises and supports women working in the UK fisheries sector, wherever
that maybe. All women working in the sector are welcome to join, wherever they maybe. Women work as
female fishermen, in fisheries associations, they are fleet managers, policy makers and charity workers.
They are active at all levels within the commercial operations of retail, wholesale and export of fish and
fish products. They are leading fisheries training centres, they are entrepreneurs in the fishing industry
and often play crucial roles as partners of fishers, taking responsibility for administration in addition to
having their own income and running the household. If you are involved in fish in any way, the network
is for you.
UK Women in Fisheries network will engage and join together these women, to highlight and support
each other, and provide representation and recognition. Women working in fisheries can join up at
Become a member — Women in Fisheries (women-fisheries.com)

Research
Research carried out into the role that women play in fisheries and UK fisheries, (Gustavsson, 2020)
found that women are crucial to the fishing industry, community and to fishing families, and “provide a
backbone to the industry” but also found that:

“Women experience issues around pay, abuse and violence, as well as prejudiced
and traditional beliefs. There is a lack of adaptation to women’s bodies in the
industry and few opportunities for women to start fishing.”
As a result of this body of research, a policy brief was written, and recommended the establishment of an
organisation to represent women in fisheries.

What we will do
An important ambition of this new network is to increase the visibility of women’s work in this
traditionally male dominated industry.
Forming a network and putting women in fisheries in touch with each other, will go some way towards
women’s roles in fishing being understood and recognised by the sector. Women will feel confident and
have raised aspirations through their membership of the UKWIF. Membership is open to all women
working in UK fisheries, join up here: https://www.women-fisheries.com/join.
Women across the sector are recognised by policy makers for the communication qualities and the
resilience that they bring to the sector.
Clare Leverton, UK Women in Fisheries board member, says:
“Women’s contribution to fisheries is valued, whether at the quayside or at the negotiating table, and
UK Women in Fisheries network will connect these women, keep them informed, and enable them to
have a “voice” in policy making around fisheries policies.”
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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British Navy Rejects Plan to Push Back Channel Migrant Boats –
Reuters - February 2, 2022 LONDON, Feb 2 (Reuters) – Britain’s navy has rejected a plan to turn away boats illegally carrying
migrants to its shores when it takes over responsibility for trying to stop people crossing the English
Channel in small dinghies.
The government said last month that it will hand the navy responsibility for policing small boats crossing
between France to England, one of the world’s busiest shipping lanes.
Home Secretary Priti Patel approved plans last year for border officials, who have been dealing with the
crossings, to be trained to force boats away from British waters using jet skis.
So far, the controversial tactic has not been used and the navy ruled it out in the future after Patel told a
parliamentary committee on Tuesday that the military had not made a final decision about whether it
would be involved in such operations.
“The @RoyalNavy and the @RoyalMarines will not be using push back tactics in the English Channel,
although a military commander will retain the existing ability to instruct Border Force to use them when
appropriate,” the Ministry of Defence said on Twitter.
“A further update will follow in due course.”
The government has endured months of criticism from the Conservative benches in parliament over the
refugee crossings, which have continued through the winter.
Last year, more than 28,000 migrants and refugees crossed the Channel to Britain, more than three times
as many as in 2020.
On Tuesday, Patel said French President Emmanuel Macron was “absolutely wrong” to blame Britain for
the crisis.
Macron had previously told a French newspaper that Britain’s reliance on illegal immigrant labour was
behind the surge in numbers crossing from France.
Britain and France have traded accusations since the sinking of a dinghy in November led to the deaths of
27 people, with both countries placing the blame on the other for the crossings.
(Reporting by Andrew MacAskill; editing by William James and Tomasz Janowski)
(c) Copyright Thomson Reuters 2022.
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Sri Lankan Naval ship rams and sinks T.N. fishing boat
A Sri Lankan naval ship reportedly rammed a fishing boat from Tamil Nadu on the high seas near
Katchatheevu island and let it sink with seven fishermen from Ramanathapuram district on board. The
incident happened late Wednesday night. However, after the fishermen raised a distress alarm, another
fishing boat rescued them. According to president of All Mechanised Boat Fishermen’s Association, P.
Sesuraja, 450 fishing boats from Rameswaram ventured into the Bay of Bengal at around 3 p.m. on
Wednesday.“These days our fishermen are going out for fishing only for two days a week fearing
arrest/attack by the Sri Lankan Navy,” he said.When the fishermen, on board a mechanised boat
belonging to S.P. Vasthiyan of Thangachimadam, were involved in fishing near Katchatheevu, a Sri
Lankan Naval ship rammed it around 10.30 p.m. “The fishing boat developed cracks and sea water started
to enter the boat. When the boat started to sink with seven fishermen, the naval ship left,” Mr. Sesuraja
said However, the fishermen raised an alarm and alerted fellow fishermen over walkie-talkie and all of
them were rescued by another fishing boat and brought back to shore on Thursday morning. Mr. Sesuraja
said the livelihood of Tamil Nadu fishermen had been badly hit by the frequent attacks and arrests by Sri
Lankan Navy. “We have been demanding the Centre and the State to take efforts for talks between
fishermen from India and Sri Lanka for a peaceful solution,” he added. Source : The Hindu
_____________________________________________________________________________________
Watch Lego Masters Build The World’s Most Complicated Ship
https://gcaptain.com/lego-ship-shell-prelude/?subscriber=true&goal=0_f50174ef03-00287d6273139894965&mc_cid=00287d6273&mc_eid=4c72dd3685
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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For Many, Getting the Covid Vaccine Means Taking An Arduous Boat Ride To The Mainland
https://gcaptain.com/for-many-covid-vaccine-taking-arduous-and-expensiveboat-ride-to-the-mainland/?subscriber=true&goal=0_f50174ef0300287d6273-139894965&mc_cid=00287d6273&mc_eid=4c72dd3685
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Stena Line and ABP agree £100m 50-year deal for new Humber terminal to
support UK-Europe freight
Huge maritime agreement behind recently revealed plans for new roll-on roll-off facilities at Immingham By David Laister Business
Editor (Humber)
A huge deal between Swedish ferry operator
Stena Line and Associated British Ports is behind
plans for a new terminal at Port of Immingham.
The two businesses have revealed a £100 million
agreement that will see them jointly develop an
extensive new roll-on-roll-off facility. Hundreds of
jobs could be created across both the shipping
and logistics elements.
Focused on the eastern side of the port, the deal
will cover operations over a 50 year period and is described as “a major long-term commitment and boost for the region where
freight on routes to and from the EU has been booming since Brexit”. Stena Line is one of the largest ferry operators in the world
with 18 routes and 37 vessels operating between 13 countries across Northern Europe. It currently runs four daily freight services
from the Humber to The Netherlands. Demand is at a record level and anticipated to
increase further. 2021 saw North Sea routes moving record levels of freight, this included a
28 per cent year-on-year increase in unaccompanied freight.
At the start of the year, Stena Line relocated its Rotterdam freight service from
neighbouring Humber Sea Terminal at Killingholme to Immingham. That allowed it to
become a provider of both terminal and shipping operations, expanding services to its
significant freight customers in the region. The move will also open the door to larger
vessels on the proposed four-berth facility, bringing further efficiencies. Niclas Martensson,
chief executive of Stena Line, said: “We are very pleased to announce that we will now take
the next steps in the strategic vision for our routes between the UK and continental Europe.
C “Our freight levels are at record levels and are continuing to increase, so we want to build

STENA FORERUNNER, a vessel like
those anticipated to be using the new
Immingham facility in years to come.
Photo : Peet de Rouw (c)

on this success and provide additional services to our most important business needs,
those of our customers, with the development of a brand new terminal and berths at Port of Immingham. “Stena Line is pledging a
significant long-term commitment that will bring a substantial boost to the region’s economy in terms of jobs and revenue. We look
forward to working with Associated British Ports to develop this exciting project. “Immingham is already home to Danish shipping
giant DFDS, with a huge footprint on the port estate. A first intermodal rail service connecting the docks with IPort Rail - the central
transport hub at Doncaster - has recently been launched. ABP intends to apply for a Development Consent Order early this
summer, with the scale of the addition making it nationally-significant. It will be up to the Secretary of State for Transport, currently
Grant Shapps, to decide. Source : business-live.
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Removing tugboats from Mersey River could take six weeks By : Libby Bingham
The head of Tasmania's environmental protection authority says it will take six weeks to refloat and remove two tugboats sunk in a
dramatic boat crash causing damage to the Devonport wharf on January 28.However, EPA director Wes Ford said work started
when the tide allowed on January 31 to slowly open the containment boom and remove a third tug still afloat within the fuel spill
area. TasPorts chief operating officer Stephen Casey said it took significant planning to successfully extract the third tug WILGA
from the containment area on January 31. TasPorts said teams worked around the clock to manage the port situation after the crash
between Goliath and TasPorts' tugs Campbell Cove and York Cove with the Wilga narrowly avoiding the incident. Mr Casey said
TasPorts teams deployed oil spill response equipment within 45 minutes of the crash, which captured the Wilga in the containment
area. "A plan was developed under the guidance and direction of the EPA to enable the tug's extraction, whilst minimising impact to
the port and potential oil dispersal," he said. "The plan saw WILGA towed from the containment area as a 'dead ship' by tug
WATAGAN from the Port of 0 Burnie, minimising disruption to contaminated water. "Additional controls were also put in place for the
towage operation by TasPorts Harbour Master to ensure the ongoing integrity of the oil spill containment.

"The extraction of the tug was only
possible due to the success to date of
the oil spill response and perfect
environmental conditions early this
afternoon." After its removal, the
WILGA would now undergo sea trials
to confirm no damage was sustained
due to the January 28 incident, before
it returned to normal service. Under
Tasmanian emergency management
guidelines, the EPA is responsible for
managing the level 2 marine pollution incident described by Mr Ford as the "worst in 10 years".
TasPorts was directed to manage the area inside the boom immediately adjacent to where the tugs were
on the EPA's behalf. The EPA is managing the area outside of the boom. Mr Ford said professional
salvors would retrieve the two damaged tugs and had visited the site. He said equipment would arrive
from New South Wales next week before divers worked out the best approach. Mr Ford said it was a
"long, slow, tedious process to carefully ensure the oil doesn't move and then quickly keeping it contained
if it does." Mr Ford said to keep the port operating, the vessels arriving and departing had to drop back in
speed to reduce the wash, so the wake didn't swamp the containment boom and let the oil out.” They are
continuing to remove as much oil and diesel out of the area that's boomed using skimmers essentially
trying to vacuum the oil up, which is again a slow process," Mr Ford said. He said four skimmers were
operating, two owned by the Maritime Safety Authority and the EPA and most of the oil spill was
contained. "There is a clear distinction between diesel and oil, and we know there was more than 60,000
litres of diesel and about 6000 litres of oil," he said. “From a diesel point of view, it will evaporate over
the coming days. It's different for the oil. You can seek to mop it up before it solidifies and starts to sink,
further impacting marine life and birds. "We're monitoring it and the next few days is important to
understand the extent of the impact." One cormorant was recovered and treated but no dead animals were
identified. Source : theadvocate
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Iceland to End Whaling by 2024 Citing Falling Demand & Continued
Controversy
The government of Iceland has announced an end to commercial whaling by 2024.
“There are few justifications to authorize whale hunting beyond 2024,” when current quotas expire,
Minister of Fisheries and Agriculture Svandís Svavarsdóttir said in an op-ed in Friday’s Morgunblaðið
newspaper.
Source:- Old Salt Blog
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Brexit Boon for Belfast Harbour By Morwenna Coniam (Bloomberg) —
Northern Ireland’s main port enjoyed a record year in 2021 as the U.K.’s departure from the European
Union created more trade through the territory and pandemic pressures eased. Belfast Harbour handled
25.6 million tons last year, an increase of 9% from pandemic-hit 2020, it said in a statement on Tuesday.
Container traffic rose 15% to the highest level since 2008, while the number of ferry passengers jumped
69% as authorities loosened travel restrictions. Brexit has been a boon, with all Northern Ireland ports
“experiencing improved trade volumes whilst grace periods continue to apply,” Port Director Michael
Robinson said, referring to the transition period in the deal between the EU and the U.K. Northern Ireland
was effectively kept in the EU’s single market following Brexit. Under an agreement designed to avoid
creating a hard border on the island of Ireland, goods moving into Northern Ireland from the rest of the
U.K. will be subject to customs checks. But they haven’t all come into force yet, and grace periods have
been extended. Source :
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Dundee welcomes Timber Shipment Direct from the Far East
The Port of Dundee welcomed the arrival of the 177-metre long deep sea vessel the HA LONG BAY with
her cargo of 12,000 packs of plywood on board, according to the Forth Ports's release. The large cargo
vessel sailed up the Tay direct from the far east (China) and is one of the largest cargo vessels to be
handled at the busy port. The 12,000 packs of plywood were discharged in record time by the expert port
team who completed the job in just 15 days. The large shipment of plywood is destined for UK
construction projects around the country.Commenting on the project, David Webster, Director of Energy
for Forth Ports said: “We are used to seeing large rigs in The Port of Dundee, but it is unusual for the port
to handle such a large vessel direct from the far east. Vessels like the Ha Long Bay are normally frequent
arrivals at large London ports however with the Tay’s deep water, our upgraded quayside facilities and
available land, we were able to berth and discharge the ship in record time.” Source : PortNews
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Major Disaster Unfolding as FPSO Explodes Off Nigeria
Bloomberg February 3, 2022 By William Clowes (Bloomberg) —
An oil production ship exploded off the coast of Nigeria in
what may prove to be the nation’s second major
environmental setback in three months.
The Trinity Spirit, able to store about 2 million barrels of oil,
blew up early Wednesday, Shebah Exploration & Production
Co., which has the vessel on lease, said in a statement. The
ship can process up to 22,000 barrels a day, according to the
company’s website.
While no fatalities have been confirmed, 10 crew were on
board the vessel when it exploded, according to Shebah. The
company said it is investigating the cause.
The incident puts increasing focus on the oil industry’s environmental legacy in Nigeria. In November, a
well operated by independent producer Aiteo Eastern E&P Co. blew, spewing oil and gas into the air and
surrounding river for five weeks before it was capped.
As international companies such as Shell Plc sell their remaining onshore and shallow water assets in the
country, activists and local communities fear they will retreat without addressing widespread damage
allegedly caused by decades of pumping oil.
It’s unclear how much crude was being held on the Trinity Spirit. Data published by Nigeria’s stateowned energy company show no production from Shebah’s permit in 2020 or 2021, while the country’s
oil regulator announced in mid-2019 it was revoking the license.
The vessel was still on fire Thursday morning, Idris Musa, director general of the National Oil Spill
Detection and Response Agency, said. “From the environment angle, we are putting in efforts to prevent
damage beyond the current burning of the contents” of the ship, he said
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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BARBADOS
Barbadians Commemorated the 80th Anniversary of the Sinking of ss TRAVELLER which was
attended by Sandra Smith, Secretary of the Ipswich branch of the MNA.
Cargo steamer built in 1922 by C. Connell and owned by Harrison T. & J., Liverpool. On 26th January
1942, TRAVELLER (Capt. Harold Marr Fitz-Simons) on her way from New Orleans to Liverpool via
Halifax with general cargo and explosives, to was hit by two torpedoes from the German submarine U106 (Hermann Rasch) and sank within six minutes, 500 miles east of New York. The U-boat reported that
a heavy detonation was felt a few minutes after the ship sank. TRAVELLER was unescorted and 50 crew
members and two gunners were lost. Read more at
wrecksite: https://www.wrecksite.eu/wreck.aspx?159756

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Woman Dies After Fall Aboard Historic Tall Ship in Galveston
Mike Schuler - February 7, 2022
A woman has died after falling some 60-feet from
the mast of a tall ship in Galveston, Texas.
Police confirm the 58-year-old woman, who was
a volunteer on the tall ship Elissa, fell as the ship
was docked at Galveston’s Pier 21. The victim
was reportedly wearing a harness at the time of
the fall.
Galveston Historical Foundation (GHF), which
owns and operates the ship, confirmed the
accident on its website.
“Galveston Historical Foundation (GHF) board,
staff and the volunteer crew of ELISSA are
saddened at the loss of a fellow volunteer and
staff member. The accident is still under
investigation by authorities and GHF is conducting its own internal review,” the organization said.
Built in 1877, tall ship Elissa is a square-rigged iron barque and one the oldest tall ships still in operation.
The Galveston Historical Foundation, which has owned the ship since purchasing it from a Greek
shipyard in 1978, maintains the ship as floating museum and U.S. Coast Guard inspected Sailing School
Vessel. The ship also serves as the Official Tall Ship of Texas and a National Historic Landmark.
“ELISSA is a crew of dedicated men and women who operate the ship with passion and dedication. We
extend our condolences to the crew member’s family and friends,” the Galveston Historical Foundation
said.
_____________________________________________________________________________________
Tall Ship Elissa. Photo: Galveston.com/CC BYNC-ND 2.0
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Three ‘Trinity Spirit’ Crew Members Found Alive - Mike Schuler - February 7, 2022
ENAGAO, Nigeria (Reuters) – At least three people died in Nigeria when the oil storage and production
vessel, FPSO Trinity Spirit, exploded last week and four crew are still missing, the operating company
said on Monday.
The vessel had 10 crew on board when it exploded
on Wednesday, Nigeria’s Shebah Exploration &
Production Company Ltd (SEPCOL) said, adding
that three were found dead on Sunday after three
people had been found alive last week.
“Our priority remains focused towards establishing
the whereabouts, safety, and security of the four
crew members still missing,” the company said.
The Trinity Spirit floating production, storage and
offloading (FPSO) vessel was not producing oil at
the time of the blast, after the consortium running
the oilfield, including SEPCOL, lost its production
licence in 2019.
Two oil industry sources and an environmental group said the vessel was old and badly maintained prior
to the explosion. One source said major trading firms had stopped using it to store crude.
The company has not responded to requests for comment on the allegations.
Nigeria’s environment minister said on Saturday the vessel had been storing about 50,000-60,000 barrels
of crude, well below its capacity of 2 million barrels.
The government’s National Oil Spill Detection and Response Agency was carrying out a second aerial
survey on Monday. (Reporting by Tife Owolabi in Yenagao, Writing by Julia Payne; Editing by Edmund
Blair)
_____________________________________________________________________________________

UK plans to procure next batch of Type 26 frigates in early 2020s
by Fatima Bahtić
The procurement of the Batch 2 Type 26 Frigates is expected to happen “in the early 2020s”, according to
the UK Government. The information was revealed after Luke Pollard, the Shadow Secretary of State for
Environment, Food and Rural Affairs was asked via a written parliamentary question: “To ask the
Secretary of State for Defence, when he plans to order the next batch of Type 26 frigates.” Pollard
referred to an earlier statement, saying that “The procurement of the Batch 2 Type 26 Frigates will be
subject to a separate approval and contract which is expected to be awarded in the early 2020s.”UK
defense company BAE Systems has received a £3.7 billion contract back in 2017 for the construction of
the first three vessels, while Royal Navy plans to introduce a total of eight Type 26 frigates, which are
scheduled to replace Type 23 frigates. Source : Naval Today
_____________________________________________________________________________________

More Than 100,000 Dead Fish Dumped Off the Coast Of France After
Trawler Spill
http://www.oldsaltblog.com/2022/02/more-than-100000-dead-fish-dumped-off-the-coast-of-france-aftertrawler-spill/
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

Dutch Detain Captain and Mate for Abandoning Drifting Bulker
In a strange twist to the dramatic sea rescue of the crew from a drifting bulker during a raging storm,
Dutch authorities are now detaining the captain and chief mate from the JULIETTA D. The vessel was
secured by a salvage crew from Boskalis and brought to port, but the investigation is questioning the
actions of the captain for leaving the vessel.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
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Billionaire Bezos’ Really Big Boat and the Rotterdam Railroad Bridge
by Rick Spilman Feb 5, 2022
Last Wednesday, it was widely reported that Rotterdam would dismantle the center span of a historic
railroad bridge to allow the 417-foot-long, three-masted sailing yacht built for billionaire Jeff Bezos to
access the sea. The fully rigged superyacht apparently has too great an air-draft to safely fit beneath the
Koningshaven Bridge, which has a clearance of 131 feet over the Nieuwe Maas River.
On Thursday, the City of Rotterdam walked back plans to
dismantle the historic Koningshaven Bridge, known locally
as De Hef, saying that a decision had not yet been made.
“The company that built the ship didn’t yet ask for a permit
so there is not an issue at this moment. When they ask for the
permit, then we have to make a decision if we allow it or not,
and how, and things like that,” the spokesperson told CBS
MoneyWatch.
Rotterdam Mayor Ahmed Aboutaleb also denied earlier press reports, telling Dutch paper Algemeen
Dagblad that “No decision has been made yet,” noting that neither Bezos nor his yacht’s maker have
applied for a permit to take down part of the bridge.
When completed, Bezos’ vessel will be the world’s largest sailing yacht, although still smaller than the
square-rigged cruise ships Royal Clipper and Golden Horizon. The yacht, costing an estimated $500
million, is nearing completion at the Oceanco shipyard in the nearby city of Alblasserdam.
The Washington Post reports that the railway bridge, De Hef, was originally built in 1927 and the first of
its kind in Western Europe, with a central span that could be lifted to allow ship traffic to pass
underneath. It was decommissioned in 1994 after being replaced by a tunnel, but later declared a national
monument. The bridge underwent a major restoration from 2014 to 2017, after which the city said it
would not be dismantled again.
Should permission be granted to dismantle the bridge, the New York Times reports that as of Thursday,
more than 600 Facebook users said they would attend an event, titled “Throwing eggs at superyacht Jeff
Bezos,” where they plan to gather by the bridge to throw eggs at the boat.
Thanks to Dick Kooyman for contributing to this post.
The post appeared first on Old Salt Blog.
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Offshore construction firm Boskalis announce new £200k office at Port of
Sunderland By Kevin Clark
Boskalis Subsea Services, which specialises in offshore contracting, marine services and dredging, has
opened a new regional project office to expand the presence of its operations in the UK. The port has
undertaken a £200,000 refurbishment of Cable House, a former store and workshop built in the early 20th
century, transforming it into a modern office space with open-plan office accommodation with meeting
and conference facilities and a practical engineering workspace and welfare facilities. Boskalis says it was
attracted to the port because of its ‘strategic location’ on the North Sea coast and the city’s ‘skilled
workforce’ which it believes will be key to attracting talent and helping it continue to grow across the UK
Founded in 1910, the company employs over 10,000 people across six continents and as well as providing
services to 90 ports in 36 countries, operates a fleet of over 700 vessels operating at any one time across
the globe.

_____________________________________________________________________________
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This Ship Sank In 1915. Now Search Begins for Shipwreck
After 100 Years The Endurance ship was meant to make the first land crossing of Antarctica, but it fell
mercy to the Weddell Sea in 1915.

This Ship Sank In 1915. Now Search Begins for Shipwreck After 100 Years

The ship's crew had managed to escape by camping on the sea ice until it ruptured.
A South African icebreaker departed Saturday morning in search of Ernest Shackleton's ship Endurance,
which sank off the coast of Antarctica in 1915 after being slowly crushed by pack ice.
"The Falklands Maritime Heritage Trust is pleased to confirm that the Endurance22 Expedition, which is
aiming to locate, survey and film the wreck of Endurance... has departed on schedule from Cape Town,
headed for the Weddell Sea in Antarctica," the expedition's organisers announced.
As part of the renowned polar explorer's Imperial Trans-Antarctic expedition between 1914 and 1917,
ENDURANCE was meant to make the first land crossing of Antarctica, but it fell mercy to the Weddell
Sea. Just east of the Larsen ice shelves on the Antarctic peninsula, it became ensnared in sea-ice for over
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10 months before being crushed and sinking some 3,000 metres below the surface. The voyage is
something of a legend, due to the miraculous escape Shackleton and his crew made on foot and in boats.
The crew managed to escape by camping on the sea ice until it ruptured. They then launched life boats to
Elephant Island and then South Georgia Island, a British overseas territory that lies around 1,400 kms east
of the Falkland Islands.
The expedition will last for
between 35 days and 45 days,
with the vessel navigating its
way through heavy ice and
harsh temperatures. It hopes to
find the iconic shipwreck with
state-of-the-art technology and
explore it with two underwater
drones. But the journey will be
The South African icebreaker S.A. AGULHAS II set off from Cape Town
a difficult one. The Angloon Saturday morning with a crew of 46 and a 64-member expedition team
Irish explorer himself even
aboard. Photo : Glenn Käsner (c)
described the site of the sink as
"the worst portion of the worst
sea in the world." The 144-foot-long ship sunk in the Weddell Sea, which has a swirling current that
sustains a mass of thick sea ice that can cause problems even for modern ice breakers.
It is one of the hardest parts of the ocean to navigate. Endurance22's director of exploration, Mensun
Bound, said in a statement that his team "very much hope we can do justice to this magnificent chapter in
polar exploration". If they do find it, it will be left untouched but they will do a 3D scan of it and
broadcast it in real time. Despite the optimism, there is no guarantee the 110-year-old ship will be
located."In terms of shipwreck challenges, it is the most difficult," David Mearns, one of the world's
leading shipwreck hunters, told AFP. "You won't get any more difficult than this because of the ice
conditions". Source : NDTV
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Lifeboat for sale on eBay for £400,000 By Emily Thomson

Caister Lifeboat Station's current boat which is
currently up for sale on eBay. - Credit: Caister
Lifeboat

A fully functioning lifeboat is up for sale on eBay after
helping to save lives off Norfolk's coast for 17 years.
Caister Lifeboat Station is making way for its new £2.5m
rescue boat. The upgraded boat, measuring 14m, is being
built by Walker Marine Design and will be capable of a
top speed of at least 35 knots. Caister’s coxswain Guy
Gibson said it is the product of years of research and
design refinement by the team at the station. “This boat is
going to be impressive because it’s a state-of-the-art
boat,” he said. “It features a fully enclosed wheelhouse, a

designated survivor's area and all the most up to
date electronics and navigation equipment.
“We’ve learned from our current lifeboat and
taken the best bits of its design. We’ve also
learned from other boats on the market to design
and build our new one. “The MEDINA has been
tailor made for us at Caister, with our beach and
our coastline in mind. It will be a first-class asset
to saving lives off the Norfolk coast." Source : Eastern Daily Press
____________________________________________________________________________________
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Denied Access to the Pier, Officer Dies in Attempt to Read Draft Marks
Maritime association faults China's strict COVID-19 restrictions for the casualty COVID-19
restrictions on movement contributed to the death of a ship's officer at the port of Tianjin on
Saturday, according to a Turkish maritime industry association.
Last weekend, the bulker MATHILDE OLDENDORFF was moored alongside the Yuanhang Ore
Terminal in Tianjin. The first officer, identified as Turkish national Selçuk Elibol, went to read the draft
marks on the stern. He was not allowed to come down the gangway and read the marks from the pier - the
preferred method - because China's stiff restrictions on COVID-19 quarantine forbid it. Instead, he rigged
a pilot ladder from the rail and climbed over the side to read the marks. He slipped in the process and fell
30 feet on to the concrete pier, according to Hurriyet. Despite medical attention, he did not survive. His
body will be repatriated to Turkey once official procedures have been completed, the outlet reported.
In a statement, the Turkish Maritime Federation (Türkiye Denizcilik Federasyonu) said that Elibol's death
has deeply saddened the nation's maritime community. "Because the port authorities would not allowed
him to go on shore, he fell from the [ladder] and has died," the federation said. The organization said that
the restrictions at Tianjin were just the latest example of a pattern of tightening limits on the movements
of seafarers - starting with the post-9/11 security measures of 2001 and culminating in the near-total
suspension of shore leave experienced by many mariners in today's COVID-conscious world.
"Seafarers working on ships that stay in the port for a short time after long voyages [have been] deprived
of even the right to access health services, which is one of the human rights," the organization noted.
"With the travel restrictions, crewmembers have difficulty returning to their loved ones. At the same time,
as can be seen in the latest tragic incident, seafarers are exposed to inhumane treatment." The federation
said that it would work with international institutions to create binding rules to "put an end to the
inhumane practices" of preventing seafarers from coming ashore. Source : MAREX
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Maersk Container Ship Runs Aground Outside German Port by Dominic Chopping
AIS track courtesy MarineTraffic.com
A.P. Moeller-Maersk said Thursday that
one of its container vessels has run
aground just outside the German port of
Bremerhaven. The 2018 Daewoo built
19630 TEU MUMBAI MAERSK which
had been on route from Rotterdam in the
Netherlands to Bremerhaven with a reported draft of 13 mtr, ran
aground while approaching the port at around 2205 GMT
Wednesday, according to Germany's Central Command for
Maritime Emergencies. Two multi-purpose vessels and five
tugboats have been ordered to the scene of the accident and a
towing assistance team has boarded MUMBAI MAERSK to
assist, the command said in a statement. A first attempt in the
early hours Thursday to get the ship into deeper water was
unsuccessful, it added. The command and A.P. Moeller-Maersk
are working together to develop a rescue plan. In a tweet
Thursday, Maersk said that all crew are safe, there is no
pollution and no sign of a hull breach. "The vessel is on ground
on a shallow patch and the entrance to the port is not
obstructed," it said. Source : Marketwatch
The MUMBAI MAERSK was refloated Friday (Yesterday) at the early morning HW of 3,65 mtr by the
Boskalis AHT SOVEREIGN and NEUWERK and 6 assisting tugs. As of 0315 UTC, the caravan was
slowly moving in northern direction, probably heading for outer anchorage, to anchor giant ship for
underwater survey. No reports on damages yet.
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Update: Crystal Serenity and Crystal Symphony Arrested in the Bahamas
by Rick Spilman Feb 9, 2022
In late January, we posted about how the cruise
ship Crystal Symphony, which had been bound
for Miami, suddenly changed course and
diverted to the Bahamas, after a United States
federal judge ordered the ship seized over a
lawsuit regarding unpaid fuel bills. Not long
after, the Crystal Symphony followed the
Serenity‘s example.
Admiralty law has caught up with the errant ships. Both the Crystal Serenity and Crystal Symphony
are now in Freeport, Bahamas and both ships have been arrested for unpaid bills.
As we posted previously, Crystal Cruises is a subsidiary of Genting Hong Kong Ltd., which filed for
insolvency last Wednesday, petitioning the Supreme Court of Bermuda to wind up the company and
appoint provisional liquidators. It said its cash was expected to run out around the end of January and it
had no access to further funding.
Peninsula Petroleum Far East filed a lawsuit in a federal court in South Florida against Crystal Cruises
and Star Cruises, also owned by Genting, for owing a combined total of more than $4.6 million in unpaid
fuel bills.
There are no passengers currently onboard either ship.
The post appeared first on Old Salt Blog.
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Herewith new picture from private ship model collection of Martin Adrichem in the scale of 1/1250. The
Shell tanker “CAURICA”. Together with her sister vessel CARDISSA built at Verolme Heusden in The
Netherlands in 1982.Her length is 170mtr x width 22,7mtr. For Martin’s complete model collection see
website www.martin1250shipmodels.nl
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Suez Canal registers new record in January at 1,774 ships with tonnage of
106.1M tons … Suez Canal Authority Chairman Osama Rabie said that the canal traffic
registered unprecedented records in January 2022
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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Crisis grants to provide emergency care for thousands of seafarers
Maritime welfare charity Sailors’ Society is set to provide emergency care to thousands of seafarers and
their families, thanks to grants from The Seafarers’ Charity and The TK Foundation. The grants will
support Sailors’ Society’s Crisis Response Network, a free service supporting seafarers and their families
following a traumatic incident such as abandonment, piracy, an accident or natural disaster. The global
service, operated by 37 trained crisis responders, has been running for six years and handles two cases on
average every week. Piracy is the leading issue the Crisis Response Network team has dealt with for the
last two years.
Sailors’ Society’s CEO Sara Baade said: “Sailors’ Society’s crisis response team is specially trained to
help seafarers and their families physically and mentally recover following a traumatic incident,
supporting thousands through difficult times every year. We offer front-line trauma care, providing for
basic physical and psychological needs, recovery and rehabilitation – and ultimately we help survivors to
reintegrate into their communities and back into their jobs. “Importantly, it is not only seafarers who
benefit from the Crisis Response Network, but their families and seafaring communities. We have seen
this with the support we provide following a natural disaster like the recent Typhoon Odette or the
humanitarian crisis emerging from the COVID-19 pandemic. We’re extremely grateful to The Seafarers’
Charity and The TK Foundation for their generous support, enabling this vital service to continue for
seafarers in times of greatest need.” A recent case involved five Indian crew who were wrongfully
imprisoned in Iran for six months. The Crisis Response Network supported them throughout, eventually
securing their release and repatriation. Catherine Spencer, Chief Executive Officer of The Seafarers’
Charity, said: “Piracy rates are the top issue for seafarers using the Crisis Response Network. We have
long funded organisations that support seafarers affected by piracy, which is an extreme example of the
challenges seafarers face. There are, of course, many other difficulties at sea including abandonment,
harassment and violence. The helpline remains a crucial pathway to assistance for seafarers that we are
proud to fund under our strategic outcome of better working lives at sea.” The network is managed
through regional hubs and provides support 24-7 in a range of languages. Dennis Teleaven, The TK
Foundation’s Maritime Program Officer, said: “The TK Foundation is delighted to partner with Sailors’
Society to support their Crisis Response Network. The project is very much in keeping with the aims of
our founder, J. Torben Karlshoej, to support the welfare and health needs of seafarers and their families
around the world. We recognise that, with the pandemic significantly disrupting the lives of seafarers’ and
their families, Sailors’ Society’s Crisis Response Network represents a vital resource in these difficult
times.”
• To contact the Crisis Response Network call +1-938-222-8181, instant chat via
https://sailors-society.org/helpline or email crisis@sailors-society.org
• To find out more about the Crisis Response Network visit: https://www.sailors society.org/crn
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Putin’s Yacht Graceful Makes Hasty Departure from Germany
by Rick Spilman Feb 12, 2022
German media reports that the 83-meter yacht,
Graceful, believed to be owned by Vladimir
Putin, has made a hasty departure from Hamburg,
Germany, bound for Russia, before finishing
repairs and renovations at the Blohm and Voss
shipyard. Some speculate that the move is meant
to avoid confiscation or sanctions in the event Russia invades Ukraine and triggers reprisals. Graceful was
spotted on a public maritime-traffic-tracking site sailing for Kaliningrad.
Graceful is the largest and most expensive of four yachts believed to be owned by Putin. The other yachts
are the 57-meter Olympia, the 54-meter Chayka, and the 35-meter Petrel. Collectively, the yachts are
estimated to be valued at approximately $200 million.
The post appeared first on Old Salt Blog.
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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Second Seafarer Falls to His Death While Trying to Read Draft Marks
For the second time in a week, a Turkish seafarer has fallen to his death while attempting to attempt to
determine his vessel’s draft after loading. Reports in the Russian and Turkish media indicate that the
officer fell overboard and died of hypothermia during a storm at the port of Taman on the north coast of
the Black Sea. The 57373 dwt bulker INCE EGE, registered in Singapore for owners Ege Shipping, had
reportedly arrived at the port late last week to load its cargo. After the loading operation was completed,
second mate Yucel Ulaskin, a Turkish citizen age 36, was attempting to read the vessel’s draft markings.
He along with a sailor was trying to carry out the task during a reported storm at the port. Ulaskin
descended a pilot’s ladder to read the markings and around 2:30 am local time apparently slipped and fell
from the ladder into the water. The sailor that was with him sounded the alarm and tossed a life ring
overboard. One sailor donned a lifejacket and went down the ladder and into the water to search for his
colleague. However, at the time waves were running at more than six feet and the winds were between 17
and 20 knots. Reportedly they determined that it was not possible to lower a rescue boat but radioed the
search and rescue coordination centre AAKKA and MRCC Novorossik. The rescue authorities dispatched
a tug to search the area. The body of the officer was located after about 45 minutes and brought aboard
the tugboat. Medical attempts to resuscitate him were unsuccessful. Turkish company Ince Denizcilik,
which manages the bulker, issued a statement expressing their condolences to the family. The
circumstances leading up to the accident were unclear, versus the Turkish sailor who died last week in
China. In that instance, the first officer of the MATHILDE OLDENDORFF was denied access to the
dock due to COVID restrictions. After that accident, the Turkish Maritime Federation (Türkiye Denizcilik
Federasyonu) said it was the latest example of the limitations being placed on seafarers while calling for
action to stop the rules preventing seafarers from coming ashore. Source : MAREX
_______________________________________________________________________________

Armed counter-terrorism officers to be deployed on British cross-Channel ferries
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Oil Tanker Taking on Water After Hitting Breakwater
A Danish-registered product tanker clipped the breakwater
while arriving in Kaohsiung, Taiwan last week. The vessel
took a severe list before authorities cleared it to dock and
begin an emergency unloading.
The 74,999 dwt TORM EMILIE was entering the port of
Kaohsiung when it apparently misjudged the harbour entrance
and hit the southern breakwater on February 1. The tanker,
which was built in 2004, reportedly breached the hull in its
ballast tanks and while not causing an oil leak took on a list
reported to be as much as 14 degrees.
Inbound from Kuwait and the UAE after a stop in Singapore, the 748-foot tanker was carrying a load of
an oil derivative product known as naphtha. Authorities reported that there was no danger of an oil leak
but they made immediate arrangements for the vessel to come alongside at the Intercontinental Wharf. An
oil boom was strung around the vessel while they began pumping both the product and the water. Later
reports indicated that they were able to bring the vessel back to a 9 degree list. It was expected to take at
least two days to unload the tanker before repairs could begin on its hull. Source : MAREX
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Egypt lengthening two-way portion of Suez Canal by 10 kilometres By : Patrick Werr
Egypt is working to improve the Suez Canal by making an additional 10 kilometres accessible to two-way
traffic, while widening and deepening another 30 kilometres, the chairman of the authority managing the
waterway said on Tuesday.Suez Canal Authority Chairman Osama Rabie, giving the first news
conference on the expansion which began in June, said it would be too expensive to widen the entire
length of the waterway linking the Red Sea and the Mediterranean. However, the two-way portion would
be lengthened to 85 kilometres (53 miles) from 75 kilometres, he said.
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Ferries delayed again after cabling blunder
GLEN SANNOX cannot be commissioned until hundreds of electrical cables have been replaced Two
new CalMac ferries being built at Ferguson shipyard face further delays because hundreds of electrical
cables have been wrongly installed. Between 400 and 900 wires, some of them more than 100m (109 yds)
long, will have to be stripped out and replaced.The error happened during construction of the first ship,
GLEN SANNOX, before Ferguson Marine Engineering went into administration and was nationalised.
The current management said remedial work would affect delivery and costs.
The lifeline ferry deal that went adrift
The two ferries are already four years later and will cost more than double the £97m contract price agreed
with the yard in Port Glasgow. In an update to MSPs, the now nationalised firm said the defective cables
were installed by contractors working for Ferguson Marine Engineering Ltd before it went into
administration in August 2019.
The cables ends had been left coiled up, ready for connection to equipment, but they have only recently
been unwound and found to be too short. A survey has revealed that at least 400 cables - and possibly as
many as 939 - have problems, with management believing the quickest solution is to replace them
completely. The update warns: "At present it is not possible to determine the impact on schedule and
cost."
The commissioning of GLEN SANNOX - which was due to be handed over between July and September
- cannot take place until the cables are replaced, and the report warns of knock-on impact on delivery of
the second ship, Hull 802. Ferguson Marine's newly appointed chief executive David Tydeman will
provide a new update on delivery and costs in March. Scottish Conservative transport spokesman Graham
Simpson said: "This latest fiasco at Ferguson is another hammer blow for island communities, who have
had to put up with a sub-standard ferry service under the SNP for far too long." GLEN SANNOX is
already years late, and this blunder will leave people wondering if it will ever go into service." Scottish
Labour's Transport spokesperson Neil Bibby described it as "another humiliating chapter" in an "endless
fiasco". "Islanders have already been waiting years extra and taxpayers have coughed up millions more and now things are set to get even worse," he said. Scottish Liberal Democrat transport spokesperson Jill
Reilly said it was a "farce", adding that communities were being let down by "ageing and unreliable ferry
services". During First Minister's Questions, Nicola Sturgeon pointed out that the error stemmed from the
period before the yard was taken into public ownership. "The government and the finance secretary will
be working closely with the yard to ensure that this is rectified as quickly as possible and as cost
effectively as possible and she will of course keep parliament fully updated," she said. The delays in
building GLEN SANNOX, destined for the Arran route, and the second ship, which will serve the
Skye/Outer Hebrides route, have put more pressure on CalMac services, with islanders unhappy at
frequent breakdowns and disruption. Western Isles Council has written to new Transport Secretary Jenny
Gilruth to complain at a lack of islanders' representation on the board of CalMac. Source : BBC
_____________________________________________________________________________________

How AUVs Are Used to Spot Oil Plumes After A Spill
https://gcaptain.com/how-auvs-spot-oil-plumes-after-aspill/?subscriber=true&goal=0_f50174ef03-da10dbd2e4139894965&mc_cid=da10dbd2e4&mc_eid=4c72dd3685
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Car Carrier Felicity Ace on Fire and Adrift in the Atlantic
The car carrier Felicity Ace caught fire yesterday in the Atlantic Ocean, 90 miles southwest of the Azores.
The Portuguese Navy and four merchant ships in the area responded to the car carrier’s distress call. The
crew of 22 were all safely evacuated and transported by helicopter to Faial island. The ship is now adrift
and on fire, awaiting salvage tugs. No details are currently available as to the cause of the fire, other than
that it broke out one of the ship’s cargo decks.
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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Pat Wood (former model Pat Purser) who grew up in Camberwell has passed
away aged 94.
Pat lived at 37 Councillor Street as a child and 51 Fairwall
House, Camberwell, as a teenager. She was born to Lily and
Herbert Purser on 7 December 1927 in Camberwell.
When WWII broke out, her father who had fought in WWI as
a sniper, was one of the first to sign up to the Home Guard,
while Pat was evacuated to Fittleworth near Chichester.
On her return to Camberwell a year or so later, Pat
remembered hiding under the kitchen table when the bombs,
particularly Hitler's V-1 flying bombs, were dropping on
London during the Blitz.
Her first job was working as a switchboard operator for Amalgamated Press
in Fleet Street but her good looks, inevitably, led her to become a model after
winning Lambeth's Merchant Navy Beauty Contest in 1946 when she was
only 18.
Pat modelled for top designer Sir Norman Hartnell, the royal dressmaker for
Queen Elizabeth The Queen Mother and Queen Elizabeth II, as well as many
other designers and clothes manufacturers such as Kayser Bondor Stockings.
Pat would often be asked out by successful businessmen and members of the
aristocracy who would offer to drop her home in their chauffeur-driven car.
But she would ask to be taken to an address in Eaton Square, or similar, rather than reveal that she lived
in a council flat in Camberwell. She would then walk all the way home!
In 1951, she married the successful businessman, Leonard Berney, general manager of Berkertex, the
UK's largest clothing manufacturer at the time, based in Plymouth. Leonard Berney also played a
significant role in the liberation of Bergen-Belsen concentration camp in 1945. Pat and Leonard lived in a
luxury apartment over the Honicknowle factory where they raised three sons, Steve, Nick and John.
In 1960, Leonard's work took him to London, and the family moved to New Malden, Surrey. A modelling
friend of Pat was Gina Egan who had recently married Jagaddipendra Narayan, the Maharaja of Cooch
Behar (known as 'Bhaiya' to his friends). In 1960, Pat asked the royal couple to be the godparents to their
youngest son, John, whose christening was held in New Malden and attended by Gina and Bhaiya.
In the early 1960s, Pat and Leonard's marriage broke down and they divorced
in 1965.
Pat later married Ken Wood, founder of the Kenwood food mixer company
with whom she lived for a short time in New Malden before moving to West
Wittering near Chichester in 1968, and then Itchenor in 1973.
In 1978, Pat and Ken moved to Liphook in Hampshire where Ken began
converting his home, Old Thorns, into a golf club with the help of Peter Alliss,
the voice of golf. Old Thorns Hotel & Resort went on to become an extremely
successful business venture.
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Pat and Ken remained in Liphook for the rest of their lives. Ken passed away in 1997, aged 81 and in
2014, Pat lost her middle son Nick, aged 59. After moving into a care home for the last 13 months of her
life, Pat passed away peacefully on 12 January 2022, leaving behind two sons, three grandchildren, a
great granddaughter, three stepchildren, nine step grandchildren, a step great grandchild and many friends
who all adored her.
On Facebook, Pat's youngest son, John, wrote: “My dearest mum - a real character, loved by all, always
glamorous, and the kindest, warmest and most generous person you could ever wish to meet - passed
away this morning.
“What a fantastic life she led and what a wonderful mother she was to me! I love her dearly and will
always miss her - her warm heart, her smile, her kindness, her love, and most of all, her sense of fun.”
John Wood
johnalexwood@gmail.com
_____________________________________________________________________________________
I was once asked by a Director, why I could not arrange for the tides at Goole to fall at noon every day.
My response was rather strong and contained some reference to King Canute.
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Channel Dash 80th anniversary marked at Manston service.
Source - The Isle Of Thanet News
February 12th; 2022.
The 80th anniversary of the World War Two Channel Dash
operation was marked in Manston on Saturday – probably the last
service organised by the Channel Dash Memorial Trust.
One of the most daring actions in the history of naval aviation
took place, on the 12 February 1942, when 18 naval aviators from
the Fleet Air Arm (825 Naval Air Squadron) flew six fabriccovered Fairey Swordfish bi-planes from RAF Manston in an
Service marking the 80th
attack on the might of the German Battle Fleet in the Straits of
anniversary of the Channel Dash
Dover.
The British top brass thought the German force would only travel
through the Straits of Dover at night, and had rested the majority of its air crews, leaving just the six
Swordfish available to combat the German threat. When the ships were identified in daylight the six
biplanes flew on not waiting for more planes to join them being determined to attack the battleships
Scharnhorst and Gneisenau which were protected by 6 destroyers, 40 flak ships and 200 fighter aircraft.
Only 5 of the British aircrew were rescued and all of their aircraft destroyed.
In honour of these courageous men a service of remembrance is held each year on the 12th February in
front of the “825 Squadron” Memorial Ramsgate Harbour. However, this year it was held in Hanger 3 at
Manston Airport. There were 260 invited guests including the German
attache, Lord Lieutenant of Kent, High ranking military personnel
including Lord Boyce Sir Ian Garnett & Air Marshal Nichols together
with civic dignitaries local MPs representatives of the RBL, RNA,
MN, RAFA and veterans. The service usually held at the “825
Squadron” Memorial at Ramsgate Harbour did not take place but it is
hoped that the Royal British Legion and the Royal Naval Association
will take on responsibility for future events.
If the Channel Dash Memorial Trust is to continue more people need
to come forward to get involved as current members are getting older.
____________________________________________________________________________________
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London Marine Insurers Add Russian, Ukrainian Waters to High Risk List
https://gcaptain.com/london-marine-insurers-add-russian-ukrainian-waters-to-high-risklist/?subscriber=true&goal=0_f50174ef03-70d50d3738139894965&mc_cid=70d50d3738&mc_eid=4c72dd3685
____________________________________________________________________________________

SVITZER TUGBOAT MASTERS TO STRIKE By : Ian Ackerman
THE AUSTRALIAN Maritime Officers Union on Saturday announced that masters of Svitzer tugboats
would strike in the ports of Brisbane, Sydney (Botany and Jackson), Cairns and Newcastle. The union
notified the company of three stop work periods of 48 hours each on 17, 22 and 24 February. DCN
understands these strikes will cause significant disruption to shipping at the four locations.
There are exemptions to the work bans where the masters will mobilise for emergencies, defence or threat
to life and property. The union said the strike is in pursuit of a new enterprise agreement to replace the
one that expired on 31 December 2019. Meanwhile, Svitzer said the industrial action was an attempt to
put pressure on the company to rescind its application to the Fair Work Commission to terminate the
current EBA with the AMOU and the other two maritime unions, the MUA and AIMPE.
The company said the termination application was lodged after two years of “fruitless” negotiations with
the unions. “Given the extensive negotiation by Svitzer without resolution (over 50 bargaining sessions),
and the continued disruption of Australian ports, Svitzer has been forced to apply to terminate the EA,”
the company said. Svitzer managing director Nicolaj Noes said the proposed strikes will not achieve
anything but place serious pressure on Australian businesses.
“Only a month ago the unions were saying a termination of our enterprise agreement by the Fair Work
Commission would put undue pressure on the global supply chain. Yesterday they announced actions that
will grind several ports to a halt without regard for the inevitable harm to the nation’s economy this will
inflict,” Mr Noes said. “Accordingly, Svitzer intends to seek Fair Work Commission intervention
tomorrow so that these extraordinary actions cannot take place,” Mr Noes said.
AMOU executive officer Mark Davis said the union’s tugboat-master members are “a responsible group
of workers with little previous intention to take strike action. The behaviour of the company has so
exasperated them that they have had to withdraw their labour”.
Mr Davis said the company’s application to terminate the EA is “a draconian weapon” to revert to the
much lower award conditions to force concessions from its masters and crew “AMOU is concerned that
safety may be undermined if a new work system is implemented,” he said.Mr Davis pointed out that
Svitzer’s parent company, A.P Moller – Maersk, had seen a tremendously profitable year in 2021. The
company’s revenue increased by 55% in 2021 to US$61.8 billion. Its EBITDA tripled to US$24 billion
and free cashflow was US$16.5 billion. “Obviously, this insatiable group requires more,” Mr Davis said.
Source : Daily Cargo News
_____________________________________________________________________________________

WILLIAMS SHIPPING SIGNED NEW LEASE WITH PORT OF
MILFORD HAVEN
Williams Shipping have signed a new lease with the Port of Milford Haven which will keep them
operating and providing marine services from Pembroke Port for the next 15 years, continuing the
company’s commitment to long-term investment in the area/
_____________________________________________________________________________________

RSS Sir David Attenborough
Britain’s new polar expedition ship, the RRS Sir David
Attenborough, encountered particularly difficult sea ice
conditions during a resupply mission as part of the research
ship’s
first polar expedition. It was assisted in its attempt to deliver
the
supplies to support the International Thwaites Glacier
Collaboration, by a new and distinctive expedition cruise
ship, Le
Commandant Charcot, operated by the French cruise company Compagnie du Ponant.
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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At Least 10 Dead After Spanish Fishing Vessel Sinks in Atlantic
By Maria Cramer and Raphael Minder
Many are missing from a fishing boat carrying 24 people that
sank about 280 miles off the coast of Newfoundland,
Canada, on Tuesday, Spanish officials said. A Spanish
fishing boat carrying 24 people sank early Tuesday hundreds
of miles off the coast of Newfoundland, Canada, leaving at
least 10 people dead and more than a dozen missing,
according to Canadian and Spanish maritime officials. Three
people were rescued by another fishing boat that was nearby
when the 164-foot vessel, called the VILLA DE PITANXO, sank, Spain’s maritime rescue service said in
a statement.
The survivors had made it into a life raft, which also held the bodies of four members of the crew. The
bodies of three other crew members were later found in the water, said Lt. Cmdr. Brian Owens, a
spokesman at the Joint Task Force Atlantic and Joint Rescue Coordination Center in Halifax, Nova
Scotia. An additional three bodies were found later in the day, according to Spanish maritime officials.
The boat had been based in the Galician town of Marín, in north-western Spain. María Ramallo, the
mayor, told reporters that the sinking was “a tragedy on a scale that we cannot remember.” Search and
rescue crews had encountered rough water, reduced visibility and windy conditions at sea, Spanish
officials said. The boat was carrying 16 Spaniards, five Peruvians and three Ghanaians, according to the
rescue service. The boat sank about 280 miles off the coast of Newfoundland, Spanish officials said on
Twitter. Two helicopters, a plane, and Spanish and Portuguese fishing boats were involved in the search,
officials said. The Halifax rescue center said it received an emergency signal just after midnight on
Tuesday from the Villa de Pitanxo. The signal indicated the boat was east of St. John’s, the capital of
Newfoundland and Labrador. A helicopter, another aircraft and several vessels were deployed.
Commander Owens said rescuers remained hopeful that they could still find crew members alive. They
may have managed to put on survival suits before the ship sank or found debris or a lifeboat to cling to,
he said.
“The North Atlantic is formidable, especially in the winter,” said Fred Anstey, the head of the School of
Maritime Studies at the Marine Institute at Memorial University of Newfoundland. Many other vessels,
including fishing boats, have been lost over the years, he said. One of the biggest disasters at sea occurred
in 1982, when the OCEAN RANGER, a drilling rig on the Grand Banks off the coast of Newfoundland,
capsized after it was pounded by 65-foot waves. Eighty-four people were killed, Mr. Anstey said. The
high winds and rough seas described by rescuers on Tuesday are “very common weather for this time of
year,” Mr. Anstey said. Sea temperatures are usually around the freezing mark, Mr. Anstey said.
Factoring in the wind conditions, he said, survival time “is often measured in minutes.” In Spain, officials
and relatives of the crew members were anxious for more updates about the rescue efforts “We remain
distressed by the terrible news out of Canada about the sinking of the Villa de Pitanxo,” Alberto Núñez
Feijóo, the regional president of Galicia, said on Twitter. “We are making available to the government
and the shipowner all the help they need.” Maica Larriba, a local official in Galicia, said on Tuesday that
contact with the vessel was lost around 5 a.m. in Spain. In a separate news conference, Isabel Rodríguez
García, the minister for territorial policy and the spokeswoman of the Spanish government, confirmed the
rescue of three crew members, but said she could not comment further. “We are following with worry and
preoccupation the rescue operations,” she said. The boat was built in 2004, according to Vesselfinder, a
website for tracking marine traffic. The ship’s owner is a fishing company, Grupo Nores, that specializes
in fishing cod, dog fish and other species found in the North Atlantic, according to Spanish media reports.
Elisabeth Calderón, the aunt of one of the sailors, Jonathan Calderón, told local reporters that his ship had
been at sea for over a month. Mr. Calderón has a wife and two adolescent children, his aunt said. His wife
was traveling when the shipwreck occurred, she said. “Imagine when the family found out,” Ms. Calderón
said. Carlos Ordóñez, a sailor whose nephew was on board the ship, said the family was “completely
overwhelmed.” “We don’t know if they are alive or dead,” he said. Source : The New York Times
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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BOOK REVIEW By : Frank NEYTS
“In the Treacle Mine”
A new title from Whittles Publishing reads ‘In the Treacle Mine. The Life
of a Marine Engineer’. J.W. Richardson signed as the author.
‘In the Treacle Mine’ starts in the 1960s when steam power was still the
preferred option for larger and more powerful ships but over the following
decade the availability of diesel engines sounded the death knell for steam
propulsion. Now there are only a few preserved steamships left as a
reminder of how things used to be down below in the ‘treacle mine’, which
was how Geordie marine engineers described the engine-room.
Following his experiences with steam, the author eventually began working
on motor ships but these were also not without incident and there is much
in this book that will spark the interest of anyone who enjoys stories of the
sea and seafarers.
Like all publications of Whittles Publishing, good reading and value
for money!
“In the Treacle Mine” (ISBN 978-1-84995-488-4) is issued as a paperback. The book counts 224 pages
and costs £16.99 or $24.95. The book can be ordered via every good book shop, or directly with the
publisher, Whittles Publishing, Dunbeath Mill, Dunbeath, Cairness IKW6 6EG, Scotland (UK), e-mail:
info@whittlespublishing.com , www.whittlespublishing.com .
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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Murphy's Law with a wonderful Irish explanation...
Murphy drops some buttered toast on the kitchen floor and it lands butter-side-up. He looks down in
astonishment, for he knows that it's a law of nature of the universe that buttered toast always falls butterside-down. So he rushes round to the presbytery to fetch Father Flanagan.
He tells the priest that a miracle has occurred in his kitchen. He won't say what it is, so he asks Fr.
Flanagan to come and see it with his own eyes.
He leads Fr. Flanagan into the kitchen and asks him what he sees on the floor.
"Well," says the priest, "it's pretty obvious. Someone has dropped some buttered toast on the floor and
then, for some reason, they flipped it over so that the butter was on top."
"No, Father, I dropped it and it landed like that!" exclaimed Murphy.
"Oh my Lord," says Fr. Flanagan, "dropped toast never falls with the butter side up. It's a miracle. Wait...
it's not for me to say it's a miracle. I'll have to report this matter to the Bishop and he'll have to deal with
it. He'll send some people round to interview you, take photos, etc."
A thorough investigation is conducted, not only by the archdiocese but by scientists sent over from the
Curia in Rome. No expense is spared. There is great excitement in the town as everyone knows that a
miracle will bring in much needed tourism revenue.
Then, after 8 long weeks and with great fanfare, the Bishop announces the final ruling.
"It is certain that some kind of an extraordinary event took place in Murphy's kitchen, quite outside the
natural laws of the universe. Yet the Holy See must be very cautious before ruling a miracle. All other
explanations must be ruled out.
Unfortunately, in this case, it has been declared "No Miracle", because they think that Murphy may have
buttered the toast on the wrong side!
_____________________________________________________________________________________

JAMES (age 4) was listening to a Bible story. His dad read: 'The man named
Lot was warned to take his wife and flee out of the city but his wife looked
back and was turned to salt.' Concerned, James asked: 'What happened to the
flea?'
The Sermon I think this Mom will never forget....
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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That’s all from me now folks.

Stay Safe Shipmates
Good Health, Fair Winds and Calm Seas. Take Care.

Yours Aye,
Malcolm
Malcolm Mathison
Past National Chairman
Merchant Navy Association
Tel: 01472 277 266 Mob: 07831 622 312 Email: R546060@aol.com
www.mna.org.uk
Registered Charity No. 1135661
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